Lisa Marie Platske
Award-Winning Speaker

“The World Needs You and Your Brilliance!”
~ most requested topics ~

Courageous Leadership
Leaders, now more than ever, are wrestling with how to have the greatest impact
within their organization. To stand as a catalyst for positive change, they must have
the courage to be bold in vision, voice and vulnerability. Take a deep dive into the
key elements of courageous leadership – and walk away with proven strategies for
immediate action and transformative results.

»
»
»

“The most dynamic keynote
speaker I’ve ever seen! A
5-star speaker!”
– Major General (Ret.) Mary Kight

Maximize your effectiveness in order to be fully seen and heard
Discover 3 Steps and 7 Pillars of Leadership to open the door to greater innovation
Model how vulnerability can turn an idea into a movement and create a lasting
legacy

Vulnerable Leadership
Essential to create safety in a culture, vulnerability has the ability to be your greatest
asset. Leaders who embrace vulnerability understand that being visible is not the
same as being seen – and being strong is not the same as being powerful. It’s about
having the courage to be bold and speak your truth.

»
»
»

Understand how to better capitalize on your natural leadership strengths

“You kept our staff
engaged and on the edge
of their seats…a powerful
impact!”
– Wilson Alvarex, CEO,
305Computers.com

Increase your ability to confidently handle situations you’re facing in business
Leverage the power of emotional connection to create sponsorship and
partnership, expanding your influence and impact

Other Topics Include

CONNECTION
The New Currency
Create Relationships
That Pay Big
Dividends

LEADERSHIP
PRESENCE
Standing Strong
While the
World is Shaking

SERVANT LEADERSHIP
Remaining Relevant in
Changing Times –
Without Losing Yourself
Along the Way

“Lisa Marie is a passionate
speaker with a wealth of
knowledge.”
– Noelia Rodriguez,
Chief of Staff, Metrolink
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Lisa Marie’s presentation outcomes:

»
»
»

Turn Individual Contributors Into Inspiring Leaders
Create High-Performance Organizations
Increase Profitability, Maximize Productivity, and Amplify the
Energy Around Current and Future Projects that Leads to Greater
Innovation
Lisa Marie Platske

More Raves About Lisa Marie
“Lisa Marie has a gift for connecting with her audience authentically and genuinely,
and in a way to guide them to take action. You cannot help but fall in love with her!”
– CANDY BARONE, CEO AND LEADERSHIP EXPERT
“I was blown away by Lisa Marie’s simple yet profound
information…she is both entertaining and informative…”
– ELLEN ROGIN, NY TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR
“People think they’re attending a leadership presentation but
what they get is transformation.” – BIANCA JACKSON, PRESIDENT,
BRICKROSE EXCHANGE AND PULITZER PRIZE WINNER

“She embodies what leadership really is.” – JOSEPH RANSETH, CEO & MOVEMENT MAKER
Her energy is unforgettable…she’s authentic, real, and vulnerable.”
– DR. MARY ELLEN KASSOTAKIS, SENIOR DIRECTOR, ORACLE

Lisa Marie Platske left her career as a Federal law enforcement officer after 9/11 to
become the CEO of international leadership development company, Upside
Thinking, Inc.
An award-winning leadership expert recognized by the White House and Small
Business Administration, Lisa Marie is a
regular contributor to Forbes.com and is
an international best-selling author in 5
countries having written or co-authored
7 books.
In 2015, she was recognized by The International Alliance of Women as one of
the top 100 Women Making a Difference
in the World.
Lisa Marie lives in Alexandria, Virginia.

INSPIRE YOUR AUDIENCE
TO TAKE POSITIVE ACTION!

Book Lisa Marie Platske
for your next conference, workshop, or special event.

LisaMarie@UpsideThinking.com

Keep Lisa Marie’s message
alive long after the meeting
has concluded by making
quantity purchases of her books:
Connection, The New Currency,
and Turn Positives Into Realities,
to share with every attendee.

Past Clients Include
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